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Lower your blood pressure naturally in 30 days or less.There are hundreds of potential natural

treatments for high blood pressure, but where do you start?In ‘Hack Your Way to Lower Blood

Pressure’ you will find a well-designed set of seven strategies, each of which addresses a

major cause of hypertension.Use the Assessment provided to know which ones may be the

priorities for you so you don’t waste time trying remedies that may not work for you.You’ll

discover:The miracle moleculesThe magnificent mineralThe right dietThe ‘Goldilocks’ exercise

programWhat you have in common with Whales and Eskimos (and it nothing to do with

fat)£198 of online resources to accompany the bookEven if you’ve been told you have to take

drugs for life because your problem is ‘genetic’ you will find answers nobody else talks about.If

you want to control your blood pressure naturally, or prevent the onset of hypertension and

heart disease, then order your copy, and take action today.

About the AuthorDirector, Pancreatic Disorders, Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center,

Lebanon, New Hampshire --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Beautiful Day’ is a phrase I picked up from one of the world’s greatest doctors….On the 22nd

April 2014 I thought I knew a lot about health and wellbeing.I had traveled the world and spent

thousands and thousands of pounds on educating myself about all aspects of health. From

chiropractors, osteopaths, nutritionists, spiritual healers, yogi’s, herbalists, medical doctors,

neurologists, and even a very fine cardiologist. I had helped many, including my father, avoid

insulin and even get off blood pressure medication.Surely I knew something?On the morning of

the 23rd of April, at a business breakfast meeting of all things, I met Pete Cohen, one of the

world’s top life coaches, who was soon going to introduce me to how little I knew.Pete and I hit

it off straight away (down to his amazing communication skills and infectious enthusiasm) and

became friends pretty much instantly, which is why 1 month later, on a beautiful sunny Friday

lunchtime I was sitting in Pete’s garden discussing nutrition with an extraordinary man from

Huston, Texas: Dr Bob Rakowski.Dr Bob Rakowski spent many years teaching medical doctors

and other health practitioners, with the founder of Functional Medicine - Dr Jeff Bland. Dr Bland

had been the head of research for the Linus Pauling institute (Linus Pauling had won 2 Noble

Prizes!)‘Dr Bob’ had played a crucial role in helping Pete’s fiancé (now wife) Hannah, regain

her health after experimental cancer treatment for terminal brain cancer. Dr Bob had taught

Hannah a series of strategies that transformed her body from being a ‘host for disease’ to a

‘host for life’.Having one such story is great, but Dr Bob has helped hundreds, if not thousands

overcome and reverse seemingly impossible health challenges. This impressive track record

got me hooked on learning all I could about these strategies so I could help my own patients

more profoundly.There are seven strategies, which Dr Bob refers to as ‘The Magnificent

7’PrefaceHow To Use This BookI really want you to be able to take swift action on the aspects



of your lifestyle that may be conspiring with any genetic or familial issues you have (see later

for the true science on genetics), so I’ve created a short, mildly scientifically verified,

assessment for you to take.So my quick advice is to skip to the ‘Magnificent 7 Lifestyle

Assessment’ at the end of the book, figure out which areas need the most work, then read the

specific segments of Part 2 of the book to take action.Then come back and carry on reading

the rest.The very fact that you are reading this book tells me you probably don’t need to know

‘why’ you need to treat blood pressure naturally, so the first section of this book is for

information purposes only.So please take the assessment, take action, and you can reach out

to me personally if you wish to share your success, or get stuck or find major errors or

problems: beatbloodpressure@gmail.comServing Your Wellness,Chris PickardIntroductionIf

you suspect your blood pressure today is the result of the decisions you’ve made in the past,

you are almost certainly correct. It’s likely that you don’t know for sure what those decisions

where though, which is why you are reading this.The good news is you are about to find out, so

you can start making better decisions today that lower your blood pressure tomorrow. (OK,

maybe not exactly tomorrow, but if you consistently apply better habits, you will get the

reward)Modern medicine ensures you are likely going to live 80 or 90 years, and possibly

100.Unfortunately, this increase in longevity is not brought about by making us more robust

and healthier, but my allowing us to ‘limp along further’ in an ever more decayed state.This is

because medicine focuses on disease. Everyone gets treated the same, and you can only get

treated if you have something wrong.Even vaccines don’t actually build health – they merely try

to prevent 1 disease at a time.There is however another way.All the major chronic diseases

such as cancer, heart disease, diabetes, lung disease, dementia, Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and

High Blood Pressure are only partially genetic.Up to 90% are caused by your choices and your

environment. If you take control of your choices and teach your family and friends about what

you learn, you will avert the causes of death of 90% of the population and become one of the

privileged that lives to a ‘ripe’ old age with vigour, vitality and clarity and add an extra 20 years

to your ‘health span’.Who Am I?I’m a Doctor of Chiropractic. A member the International

Association of functional neurology, I’m the first and maybe only UK trained member of the

Cardiovascular Health Institute, and I wake up every morning to inspire everyone to better

health to the future, and I also very passionate about the world peace process …I believe that

world peace starts with self-peace, and self-peace starts with self-health. And if we all look

after ourselves in a deeper, more meaningful way, it’s going to have a greater effect on our own

self peace and our self-worth, and that’s going to help us spread self-peace and self-worth to

other people. Maybe, maybe we’re going to actually change the minds of some of the people

making crazy decisions at the moment in the world.I also have my picture in the Guinness

Book of Records, the 2014 addition, page 70. It’s very small, but I am in

there.DISCLAIMERThis book is more informational purposes only and expresses the opinion

of the author based on scientific findings and also mentoring from cardiologists and functional

medical doctors. The book itself is not to diagnose prevent or cure any disease. Please speak

with your healthcare provider regarding any change in your health and wellness care plan.IPart

One“The problem with our health care system is that you have to lose your health to enter it.”

Dr Dean BlackThe Myths and the Problems With Conventional Hypertension Treatment.And an

Introduction to The Magnificent 7.1My Father’s StoryAlmost 50% of the US adult population

(it’s similar in the UK where I am) have hypertension, whereas about a quarter have arthritis, a

fifth have respiratory diseases; chronic mental conditions, and general heart disease,

combined is 10-15%; but hypertension, nearly half of all adults have some level of high blood

pressure, and it’s linked to some major problems (even when ‘controlled’ by drugs).My Father’s



StorySo why am I so interested in heart disease and high blood pressure? Well, all my

grandparents suffered to some degree with these, and then there’s my father.Now, my father

when he was in his 50’s (which is what I am now), had never been overweight, he’s not been

completely sedentary, he has always loved walking, but he started getting high blood pressure

and then high blood sugar, partly possibly because of side effects to the high blood drugs, but

that’s another story.It’s the same story actually, in a moment. When he came in to my clinic to

have his neck manipulated his blood pressure would go down. (It turns out that a lot of people

have high blood pressure because of neck pain and neck problems. It is documented that

massage therapy on the neck can actually help, and there are some trials that show that

appropriate chiropractic care can actually help lower blood pressure in some people)As a brief

aside, I actually have a patient at the moment, that when we look after his neck, his blood

sugar has also decreased, which brings me back to my father and his blood sugar.Now, my

father’s high blood pressure was only temporarily helped by chiropractic, and as time went on

his blood sugar also went up (and up). Despite the medication, and despite the advice he was

following from the dieticians on the NHS his blood sugar was getting higher and higher. It was

so bad that the drugs weren’t keeping that under control and my father was told he would need

insulin in a month’s time. Insulin is the drug that your pancreas makes to control blood sugar by

getting it into your cells and out of your blood.My dad was not at all happy with this, so he

asked, “What else can we do?” And luckily, I’d just been on a course, and I said, “Here Dad,

why don’t we try this?” So he followed a very strict diet - he basically only ate raw vegetables

and some raw fruit, with occasional eggs and meat, but not very much. Also no alcohol, no tea,

no coffee (I allowed him to have one cup of tea per day) and I was very, very strict. And after

two weeks, my dad’s blood pressure and blood sugar actually came down to good numbers,

but still on the drugs.My dad being my dad, he didn’t’ like taking drugs, and so without

consulting his doctor, weaned himself off of the drugs over the next week to see what would

happen, and after three weeks he had completely normal blood pressure and normal blood

sugar without any drugs. And then after four weeks, it was all still completely normal, and he

went back to his doctor.
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Travis Richard, “An Excellent Overview of Not Only Improving Blood Pressure but General

Health. I would recommend this book to just about anybody; people with high blood pressure,

low blood pressure, completely healthy, and anything in between. It’s just a great overview for

those who want to be healthy.”

T. HERRON, “Very useful and practical book. Simple, practical and effective. Have a go!”

The book by Christopher Pickard has a rating of 5 out of 4.2. 4 people have provided

feedback.
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